
How will leaving the EU affect your business? Will trade barriers hold your 
business back? Will your supply chain be affected? Will you be able to provide the 
same products and services in the same way?

Like it or not, Brexit has created uncertainty for businesses across all sectors. It’s 
unsettling, not feeling in control of the future of your business, and we’d like to 
help you change that. 

take back control
get your business ready for Brexit

introducing Mi Brexit
A fixed price legal package to protect your business post-Brexit

1. Review: A commercial lawyer will review contracts you think  
could be affected

2. Report: Get a report with our findings and recommendations
3. Act: We’ll explain how to implement the changes your  

business needs in a 30 minute call

two progressive packages
£600 (plus vat) per contract (10 or more contracts)
£750 (plus vat) per contract (fewer than 10 contracts)

call Robin Adams (0191 211 7949) or Luke Donockley (0191 211 7982)  
to find out more, or email mi-brexit@muckle-llp.com



more on Mi Brexit

at last, some certainty
On a contract-by-contract basis, we’ll review your commercial agreement and advise on the 
implications of Brexit on the terms agreed. It’s like a health-check for your contracts with Brexit 
in mind. 

n  take control of how Brexit affects the contracts in your business - for a fixed price
n  build confidence knowing our commercial lawyers have assessed your contracts
n  be proactive with our clear advice on the steps your business can take today

who is it for?
Mi Brexit is ideal for any business concerned that their existing and future contractual 
relationships with customers and suppliers will be affected by the UK leaving the EU.  
These could include: 

n  supply agreements  n  distribution agreements
n  agency agreements  n  service level agreements

here to help
Our corporate and commercial legal advice is ranked top in the North by independent legal 
directory Legal 500 UK. It means you can be confident of getting the very best advice available. 
Deal or no deal.

call Robin Adams (0191 211 7949) or Luke Donockley (0191 211 7982)  
to find out more, or email mi-brexit@muckle-llp.com

conditions
Package is subject to satisfactory completion of client take-on procedures and engagement terms. Package limited to contracts 
of 30 pages or less (including cover page, contents and schedules). For larger contracts please contact us. Our report is limited 
to a consideration of the main clauses in the relevant contract which may assist your business if, as a result of Brexit, it suffers 
an adverse effect, those clauses being ones dealing with force majeure, material adverse change, termination, currency risk, 
price changes, variation and compliance with laws. The fixed price covers a review, a written report and a 30 minute follow up 
telephone call to discuss our findings/recommendations.

Mi Brexit is a fixed price legal package to help businesses prepare for Britain’s withdrawal from 
the EU – deal or no deal. Our lawyers will explain how your commercial contracts might be 
affected post-Brexit, with practical advice on what you can do to protect your business now. 


